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with great power, comes great responsibility

I-Ching & The World of Metaphysics

Newsletter volume 49th -October 8th till November 6th - The
Chinese Month of Dog
The Trouble in North for month of Dog
The official month of Dog is from 8th of October till 6th of November
Trouble stars of 2and 5 are located in the North sector (see above table), such combination together with Life
Pillars Analysis (Chinese Calendar) resulted in Chaotic scenes such as breakout of health pandemic, possible
repeat riots in Urumuqi etc. If you main door is facing north, place silver, blue or gold doormat to fence off the
excessive unkind energies. Travel south to harness the Kind energies.
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The Weather in the year 2010 is in trouble!

Year 2010 will experience abnormal and unusual changes in weather and could
lead to:
1. Drought
2. Food shortages

Another focal point for year 2010 is the major
Earthquake in the west.
The increasing road accidents should be a concern of
all.
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Hong Kong and US Dollar Peg will be history by 2015?
The Hong Kong Dollar Link, as the local currency peg to the US dollar is officially called, was set up in 1983 to guarantee
currency stability before the handover of Hong Kong to China in 1997. Such short-term stability remedy at that point of
time has left Hong Kong government to hang on to it until today for more than 20 years. Is it time to de-peg, given the
increasing dependent of Hong Kong economy on the mainland while decreasing the dependent on US market thus the
currency peg?
No one would want to rock the boat for the time being especially the government officials and that is not hard to
understand why. Nevertheless when push comes to shelve it will de-link and is the matter of the peg will become history.
The increasing importance of Reminbi as world currency is stifled by the fact that Reminbi is not a free float currency but
this will soon become history as well.
Early this year I was scratching my head when I heard Donald Tsang (CEO of Hong Kong) called to create and promote
Hong Kong as ‘Dining City’ but later to find out that PRC government had announced to promote Shanghai City as Super
logistics as well as financial center by 2020. This is a wake up call to all Hong Kongers! I still remembered vividly in my
mind when I first came to Hong Kong in 1992, all my friends were in the early twenties and were working hard either
moonlighting or having at least more than one job at hand, some are selling advertisement space while having a
business venture with partners, some are studying part time while working as government servant. Today we see young
people are hoping from job to job, some jobless, and some are spending most of their time at home surfing computers
that stifled their social and creative skills. As such you can see how the attitudes have changed all together 15 years
later but the peg still hold. At that time, I was working for a Malaysian corporation that ventured into China, the hospitality
from the China counterparts were overwhelmingly warm, last week when I was in Xiamen airport and my associate
asked me to take a taxi to his place and after our appointment he ask me to leave?!! Uncalled for, but such changes do
not surprised me since I did not forget that our roles have exchanged after 15 years, today, we need them more that they
need us, but the peg still remain unchanged!
It does not take a genius to figure out what is the rational behind current PRC government acts such as exchanging
currencies with many countries while at the same token to issue Reminbi bond in Hong Kong. The ultimate goal at least
to my personal opinion is paving way to free float Reminbi in near future. To remind you that when Shanghai wanted to
become Financial Center by 2020 (11 years from now), the free float of Reminbi has to be done before that.
Shanghai will play a role that ‘directly’ replaces the role of Hong Kong both in Logistic and Financial Center, what is left
for Hong Kong? Nothing I should say looking at the attitudes of current Hong Kong people and the leadership. I am
sure when China plan this, they mean it and they mean it in a big way not only to overtake Hong Kong perhaps New
York or London for that matter. Many Hong Kong friends that I talked to do no not see the immediate threat due to
current law and order of PRC not in the ideal situation. This has bothered me since when the US or the German, or the
British stop doing business with country that without proper law and order let alone the world third largest economy,
wake up Hong Kong people!
The dollar de-peg issues will become hot topic again in 2011 and 2012; speculators will find their ways to make money in
big way. But the financial markets in my prediction base on Chinese Metaphysics and observing the Stars movements
would hit its peak in 2014 and the dollar peg will be history after 2015. In 2015, Mars and Sun are clipping Venus from
side to side causing the financial markets to become extremely volatile. Please buckle up for the changes Hong Kong
People.

Chun Qiu Fan Lu 春秋繁露
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On 5-Elements
The creation cycle of 5-elements: The energy embedded between the sky (cosmos) and earth as one that
consist of both Yin and Yang, the intercourse of Yin and Yang resulted in 4 seasons
(Spring/Summer/Autumn/Winter). Such phenomena would have their own different pattern or path. Creative
cycle of 5-element is conducive to advantages and anything that creates and moves in the clockwise direction
would result in harmony state and anything that repel or anti-clockwise would crater chaotic.
The Eastern represents Wood, the base and source of agricultural produce. Wood would create Fire as in
the cycle of 5-elements. Spring is the time and the virtue of benevolence is in command. Things should be in
clockwise nature or go with the flow in this time frame and should things turn otherwise it would crate havoc in
the agricultural cultivation process. This is the time to cultivate 5-grains or stables food. As such things should
obey the nature of ‘Dao’ or the way!
Fire in the South, things are growing as planted in the early spring. Virtue of Wisdom dictates this period. Many
scholars are well versed in the cosmology in order to manage unforeseen weather or catastrophe. Well before
the agricultural produces start to grow, the prediction would reduce the damages occur if any. This is critical in
‘chaos’ management. The loyal and helpful aids to the King are warranted in this critical time. The calm and
peaceful country is the ultimate goal of a powerful kingdom. Fire breeds earth.
Central represents earth and kingdom. The virtue of honesty is in command. Earth breeds Metal. To prevent
disastrous and crime acts, do not mind humble and run-down body, to accept both victory and failure, to have
firm and convincing ideology, to have conviction that leads all area with the loyalty and filial devotion. To act
according to changes when circumstances warrant and dictate.
West represents metal or gold. The virtue of Justice is in command here. The filial aspect is emphasis here
such as respect to the elderly and King. The proper law and order should be adhered both by the ruler and
follow residents. Justice and incorruptible values is the highest regards of all. Any wrong doings should be
rectify and punished accordingly without fear or favour. Metal breeds Water.
North represents water; the virtue or courtesy is in command here. The government court should in proper
procedures. Young and adult should in an orderly manner. To avoid receiving ‘kick-backs’ to reflect a corruption
free government officials. The teaching of Confucius reflected such values. The taming of riots and unhappy
residents is the example of a clean official. Water breeds wood.
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More of Sixty Four Guas-Xuan Kong Da Gua

Early Days Bagua

Yang- Chan Lei Dui Kin
Yin- Shun Ham Kan Kwan
The Early Days Bagua is divided into Yang and Yin Guas that derived from the Yang and Yin nature of Guas.
Yang nature breeds Yang Guas while Yin nature breeds Yin Guas. (陰陽兩儀中分出)
Later Days Bagua

Yang-Kin Chan Ham Kan
Yin-Kwan Shun Lei Dui

The later Days Bagua Yin and Yang are determined by the Yao Changes. (从爻以定之)
East and West Parents Gua refer to Lei and Ham Guas (東西父母指離坎)
Heaven and Earth Parents refer to Kin and Kwan Guas (天地父母指乾坤)

Each Gua has 4 Parental Roles
正统 Main Parent Guas/ Period One Parent Guas

Kin Dui Lei Chan Shun Ham Kan Kwan
正统 Main Parent Guas 2/Period Nine Parent Guas

Pi Tai Hang Yi Sian Shuen Ji Wei
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副统 Sub-Main Parent Guas 3 and 4

Round Gua and Square Guas interaction resulted 2 more parents Guas
The round table Kin Gua (inner 3 Yaos) and square earth Gua Kwan Gua (outer 3 Yaos resulted in Ti De Pi 天
地否 at the same token the Kin Gua outer 3 Yaos and Kwan Gua inner 3 Yaos resulted in Ti De Pi 天地否
as well. Pi Gua is the Period 9 Guas as well as Parents for Kin and Kwan 2 Guas.

In depth understanding of Yin and Yang (陰陽
陰陽)versus
Female and Male (雌雄
雌雄)
陰陽
雌雄
The concept of Yin and Yang is explained in many aspects and terms nevertheless the actual meaning behind
Yin and Yang versus Male and female should be clarified. Both Yin and Yang is static or in status Guo without
forces, both will not intercourse since it is static, Male and Female both is dynamic that once meet with each
other it will intercourse and breed offspring. Do not underestimate such differences since such knowledge will
help you to understand 64 Guas in more orderly manner especially the Green Bag Scriptures.

The Three Fears in the Ying Feng Shui (陰宅三畏
(陰宅三畏)
陰宅三畏)
The ultimate Feng Shui desired result is to harness the kind energy and avoiding the bad ones. Nevertheless
one should study the Three Fears in order to avoid them.

Fear One (勸君莫下鎗頭穴,
勸君莫下鎗頭穴, 葬下人丁絕)
The most critical factor in the front of ‘meridian spot’ should be flat with the right frontier, but should the area is
to ‘stiff’ that looks like ancient arrow, it would defeat the purpose by radiating unkind energies. Such unkind
energies are harmful that create unwarranted outcomes. Many unskilled masters would wrongly treat such
area as the meridian spot and that causes harm to the younger generation. Such area cannot produce
offspring and might create harm to existing owner. Such flat area looks like ancient arrow and many un-trained
masters would treat the spot beneath it as ‘meridian spot’. The incoming mountain that is straight to the spot is
an unreal spot that carry the continuous energy (unkind). Vicinity area with mountains shape looks like the
‘inverted bell’ or ‘bulging belly’ would produce undesirable outcomes.

Fear Two (穴前莫傾瀉,
穴前莫傾瀉 明堂如簸米,
明堂如簸米 子孫窮到底)
To strike a balance is hard, above we touched upon the stiffness of a site and this part we would not
want a slope-slanting site. With the frontier is water should also be avoided. Such area would only
let the poor becomes poorer and rich becomes poor. You might ask the definition of near and far, let
us say within the scope of 20-30 foot is considered near and beyond is acceptable. The essence is
the water trail should not in straight line trail and it should in a curvy manner that produces and
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sustains wealth.

Fear Three (順砂謂之退神,
順砂謂之退神,竄而過堂,
竄而過堂,尤為至毒)
尤為至毒)
Only knowing the incoming and outgoing water mouth is not enough, the real essence is to detect the Sha
(mountain) movements (either clockwise or anticlockwise) regardless of the length of such Sha, the clockwise
Sha is ‘deterioting’ one if crosses the bright hall would be detrimental to the site. East site Sha crosses the
West side would harm the 1st, 4th and 7th family members while the right shoulder crosses the left shoulder the
3rd, 6th and 9th family members would be harmed!

The Difference between Her To and Lok Shu numbers
1. Her To divided into 4 sectors North/East/South/West with central in the middle. Lok
Shu is divided into 8 sectors with center together resulted 9 palaces. (九宮). Such
stars are the Flying Stars models with one white/Two black/Three green/Four navy
green/Five yellow/Six white/Seven red/ eight white/Nine purple.
2. Her to numbers are creation numbers while the Lok Shu numbers are destruction
numbers. From the right movements to left movements 27 fire destructs 49 metal, 49
metal destructs 38 wood, 38 wood destructs 5 in the center box, center 5 destructs
16 water, 16 water destructs 27 fire and the cycle begin again.
3. Her To numbers are Odd and Even numbers coexist while the Lok Shu is other wise,
for instance the Lok Shu 9 is opposite with number 1 in the top and bottom
arrangement while the left and right opposing numbers are 3 and 7, the diagonal
numbers are 2 and 8 and 4 and 6.
4. Her to numbers are unable to ascribed Bagua unlike the Lok Shu numbers
combined with Early Days Bagua resulted in 64 Guas. Nevertheless Her to with the
5-elements are meaning full in Xuan Kong Da Gua. Later Days Bagua combined
with 24 mountains and Her to numbers are the Model for Flying Star.
The Early Days and Later Days Bagua combined with Lok Shu numbers with one
complication in dealing with 5-elements and both you and I know that the Early Days and
Later Days both with different 5-elements. The applications are differ even the numbers
123456789 are the same.
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Let us examine the following numbers:
1. Gua arrangement: Kin 1 Dui 2 Lei 3 Chan 4 Shun 5 Ham 6 Kan 7 and Kwan 8
2. Gua numbers: Kin 9 Dui 4 Lei 3 Chan 8 Shun 2 Ham 7 Kan 6 and Kwan 1.
3. Gua Stars: Lei 9 Shun 4 Chan 3 Kan 8 Kwan 2 Dui 7 Kin 6 and Ham 1.
Flying Stars use Guas Stars while the Xuan Kong Da Gua uses both

Topography Law 地 理 , Gua Energy Rule 卦 理 and The Righteous
(Heavenly) Law 天理
A skillful Master should not only master the Law of topography and Gua but to adhere
strictly to the Heavenly Law. You can master the Feng Shui principles and maneuver the
setting of your house, orientating your tombstones according to the best direction to
accommodate your needs and wants (become richer and healthier) but you cant violate the
Heavenly Law. Such law is none other than our normal law and order. To steal, kill and
sabotage in order to gain the short-term gratification is a good example of long term pain.
The paying is long and painful. Mafia and vice activities are eventually ended up in the hand
of the authorities.
A good skillful and proper mind Feng Shui master will not aid or help person that are
engaged or involved in illegal activities by using Feng Shui methods for their gains. By
doing so you most likely offended the Heavenly Law. For instance, a robber is probably
experiencing a good luck pillar would ask you if he can go ahead to rob a bank, knowing
that he is enjoying a good luck pillar would ‘definitely’ succeed in the process. A skillful
master would advise him to avoid such activity and to divert his intention from illegal activity
to legal activity for long-term gain.

Whole Heartedly Devotion Teaching 有教無類
Confucius younger brother Yian Chu Ji (顏濁聚) used to be a Robber but Confucius
relentlessly teaching by using his own inner values and attributes had turned and changed
him into a normal person. This devotion is none other than ‘leading by example’ and ‘say
what you do and do what you say’ principle.
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Gua Arrangement 卦序
(1) Kin 乾 (2) Dui 兌 (3) Lei 離 (4) Chan 震 (5) Shun 巽 (6) Ham 坎 (7) Kan
艮 (8) Kwan 坤

Yang rotates from left anticlockwise (阳从左邊團團轉
阳从左邊團團轉)
阳从左邊團團轉
-Kin changes in first Yao resulted in Dui
-Kin changes in second Yao resulted in Lei
-Kin changes in first and second Yao resulted in Chan
(Yang nature breeds Kin Dui Lei and Chan)
-Left movement from Kin 乾為天, Jue 夬, Da Yu 大有 till Fu 復 32 guas)

Yin rotates from right clockwise (陰从右路轉相通
陰从右路轉相通)
陰从右路轉相通
-Kwan changes in first Yao resulted in Shun
-Kwan changes in first Yao resulted in Ham
-Kwan changes in first and second Yaos resulted in Kan
(Yin nature breeds Shun Ham Kan Kwan)
-Right movements from Guo 天風垢, Da Guo 澤风大過, Ding 火風鼎 ended up
with Kwan 坤為地)
Kin as Father, Chan is the Eldest Son, Ham is the Middle Son while Kan is the
Youngest Son.
Kwan as Mother Shun as Eldest Daughter, Lei is the Second Daughter while
Dui is the Youngest Daughter.
Gua in general represents Solid and Formless 形象 that including topography
(solid/space) and energy (formless/time).
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The Gua not only represents the energy level (invincible forces but solid matter as well. i.e. Kin
represents Horse while Kwan represents Ox.

Green Bag Scripture: 16 as a pair (water), 27 as path (fire), 38 as buddy
(wood), 49 as friend (metal) while 5 and 10 as way (earth)! One should notice
that the first number 1,2,3,4 and 5 are Heavenly numbers while the 678910
are the Earthly numbers. This is where the 5-elements derived! This is also the
creation numbers in the early days baguas.

通曉道的人,
通曉道的人,外物不能的擾亂他的天然和氣
Materials and external interference cannot disturb our natural inner forces of energy, if one believe
and preach DAO.

只要返回自己的本性就能得道
Back to basic is returning to Dao.

因春而生,因秋而殺
因春而生 因秋而殺,所生者弗德
因秋而殺 所生者弗德,所剎者非怨
所生者弗德 所剎者非怨
Materials are born in spring and die in autumn, those who born in spring never arrogant and those
who die in autumn never complaint.

慮不勝數,行不勝德
慮不勝數 行不勝德,事不勝道
行不勝德 事不勝道
One can never out-think our destiny, our action can never offended Virtue of ‘De’ and our mission
can never offended the Virtue of ‘Dao”

天有五星
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Five Stars in The Sky

地有五行
Five Elements on the Earth

天分星宿
Sky with different constellation of stars

地列山川
Earth with Mountain and Rivers

氣行於地
Energy disperse on the ground

刑麗於天
Show kind and unkind signs in the sky

因形察氣
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Such signs should derived by observing energy

以立人紀
That affects all living beings

Kerbykuek@gmail.com

Comments and letters are welcomed!
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